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$L^{2}(\Omega)$ $=$ { $u$ \Omega $| \int_{0}^{2\pi}\int_{a}^{b}ru^{2}drd\theta<+\infty$ }
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$H^{1}(\Omega)$ $=$ { $u\in L^{2}(\Omega)|u$ $\partial_{r}u$ , $\frac{1}{r}\partial_{\theta}u\in L^{2}(\Omega)$ }
$H_{0}^{1}(\Omega)$ $=$ {$u\in H^{1}(\Omega)|u=0$ on $\partial\Omega$ }
$H^{2}(\Omega)$ $=$ { $u\in H^{1}(\Omega)|u$ y $u$ , $\frac{1}{r^{2}}\partial_{\theta}^{2}u\in L^{2}(\Omega)$ }
L2 $H_{0}^{1}$
$L^{2}$ ffl $\cdot.\cdot$ $(u, v)$ $= \int_{\Omega}ruvdrd\theta$












$\Omega$ $u(r, \theta)\in \mathrm{L}^{2}(\Omega)$ burier-Bessel
(2) $u(r, \theta)=\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\sum_{k=1}^{\infty}(S_{nk}\cos n\theta+T_{nk}\sin n\theta)\phi_{n}(w_{nk}r)$












1 Bessel Jn(r) 2 Bessel $\mathrm{Y}_{n}(r)$ Bessel
(4) $f^{lJ}(r)+ \frac{1}{r}f’(r)+(1-\frac{n^{2}}{r^{2}})f(r)=0$
2
(5) $\phi(\omega r)=A\sqrt(n\omega r)+B\mathrm{Y}_{n}(\omega r)$
















$\int_{a}^{b}r\phi(\omega_{nk}r)\phi(\omega_{nl}r)dr=0$ $k\neq l$ .
$\cos\theta,\sin$ \mbox{\boldmath $\theta$}
$\int_{0}^{2\pi}\int_{a}^{b}r\psi_{i}\psi_{j}drd\theta=0$ $k\neq l$
$(\psi_{i}, \psi_{j})=0$ , $i\neq j$
$\langle\psi_{i}|\psi_{j}\rangle=0$ , $i\neq j$
$\omega_{nk}$
1. $f(\rho)=J_{n}(\rho a)\mathrm{Y}_{n}(\rho b)-\mathrm{Y}_{n}(\rho a)\sqrt n(\rho b)$
2. $\omega_{nk}$ $[\rho_{1}, \rho_{2}]$
3. $f(\rho_{1})_{\text{ }}f(\rho_{2})$ $f(\rho_{1})f(\rho_{2})<0$ $\rho_{1\text{ }}\rho_{2}$
$\omega_{nk}$








$f”(r)+ \frac{1}{r}f’(r)-\frac{n^{2}}{r^{2}}f(r)$ $=$ $-\omega_{nk}^{2}f(r)$ , $a<r<b$ ,






$L[f]$ $=$ $-r\omega_{nk}^{2}f(r)$ ,
$f(a)$ $=$ $0$ ,
$f(b)$ $=$ $0$
$X_{0}=L_{2}[a, b]$
$(u, v)= \int_{a}^{b}ru(r)v(r)dr$, $u,$ $v\in X_{0}$
$X_{1}=H_{0}^{1}[a, b]$
$(u|v \rangle=\int_{a}^{b}(ru^{l}(r)v(r)’+\frac{n^{2}}{r})dr$, $u,$ $v\in X_{1}$
$L[v]$
(10) $(u, \frac{1}{r}L[v])=-\langle u|v\rangle$ $\forall u,$ $v\in X_{1}$
(9)





$r_{i}=at^{i}$ , $r_{0}=a$ , $r_{K}=b$
$e_{i}=[r_{i-1}, r_{i}]$ $(i=1, \cdots K)$




















$. \cdot\frac{(\frac{r}{r_{i+1}})^{n}-(\frac{r_{i+1}}{r})^{n}}{(\frac{r_{1}}{r_{1+1}})^{n}-(\frac{r_{i+1}}{r_{i}})^{n}}$ $r\in e_{i+1}$ ,




$(P_{h}v|v_{h}\rangle=\langle v|v_{h}\rangle$ $\forall v_{h}\in S_{h}$
(12) Ph
$||v-P_{h}v|| \mathrm{x}_{1}\leq C_{h}||\frac{1}{r}L[v]||x_{0}$ $\forall v\in X_{1}$ $L[v]\in X_{0}$
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$C_{h}$
$C_{h}= \frac{2}{\sqrt{4\pi^{2}-(t-1)^{2}}}\frac{t-1}{t}b$ , for $n=0$ ,





$(K-1)\cross(K-1)$ $A$ $B$ \mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}nO
(13) A $\mathrm{x}=\lambda B\mathrm{x}$
k \lambda , $\omega_{nk}\approx\sqrt{\lambda_{k}}$




$P=\{\begin{array}{lll}A-\tilde{\lambda}B -B \tilde{\mathrm{x}}-\tilde{\mathrm{x}}^{T}B 0 \end{array}\}$
\rho
$M_{1}$ $=$ $\frac{||B||_{\infty}}{1-C_{h}^{2}(\tilde{\lambda}+2\rho)}$ ,
$M_{2}$ $=$ $\frac{C_{h}^{2}(\tilde{\lambda}+\rho)}{1-C_{h}^{2}(\tilde{\lambda}+2\rho)}\sqrt{\overline{\mathrm{x}}^{T}B\tilde{\mathrm{x}}}$ ,
$M_{3}$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2||P^{-1}||_{2}}-(M_{2}+\rho)M_{1}$

















2. $k=1$ $k=M$ $\omega_{nk}$ $\omega_{nk}$
$W_{k}$ 1
3. $W_{k}$ $W_{k+1}$ $R_{k}$















62.82794815163752 6283085856711654 62 .83729580393245
65.96929243163511 65 .97249855916444 65 .97968516731613





15.71935428515863 15.71985426942974 15 .72063356604653
.$\cdot$. .$\cdot$. $\cdot$.
$\cdot$
5969038853040234 59 .69340079450846 59.69952940740168
62.83152960271639 62 .83483650700567 62.84167503558977
65.97266477074211 65.97628715596171 65.98389504290610








59.70197202278212 5970596092084001 59 .71355020646493
62 .84243421673846 62 .84676906573878 62.85514502640250
65.98295016413408 65.98765185719971 65 .99687404276534
$n=2$ , $k=1,$ $\cdots,$ $21$
$n=3,$ $\cdots,$ $19$ $n=20$
139
12 .70857239164912 12 .70858577558492 1270862875961209
14 .98222373745461 1498224689028010 14.98231056656234
17.02073176143999 17.02076643868730 17.02085440386985
1905565000007658 1905569808411006 19.05581755122279





$n=20$ , $k=1,$ $\cdots,$ $21$
5 $\omega_{nk}$
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